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Postage for orders from The Art Store Ltd 

 Orders within the UK   £5.00 

 Orders outside the UK  £10.00 

We will have to charge a supplement at point of posting for heavier items 

Advertise in The Art Store Bulletin 

 Half Page     £295 

 Full Page    £495 

It is legally necessary for us to disclaim any responsibility for claims made by our advertisers 

Dear Bulletin Readers,  

We expect that you are all gently baking in the sun, as we are while 

writing this! 

We are delighted to have several new advertisers in this time, so if you 

are looking for a new job, a school for your children or grandchildren, 

the perfect place for ‘rest and study’, or just a really good ‘read’, this is 

the publication for you! 

We trust that you will find all the adverts of interest, and will be able to 

respond in some way to those that meet a need. We are always at the 

end of the telephone to answer your queries or to take your orders. We 

love hearing from you!! 

Happy summertime to you all 

from  

Bruce and Gina.  

3 Green Square, Town End, Kirkby Lonsdale, Cumbria, LA6 2BU  

www.theartstoreonline.co.uk | bruce@theartstoreonline.co.uk 

015242-74357 
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The third book of the Golden 

Prayer trilogy, The Golden Prayer 

Time Capsule relates the 

highlights of the author’s forty- 

year journey to bring out more 

clearly the difference between 

prayer and Christian Science 

treatment. With reverence for 

the subject, the journey is told 

honestly and sometimes 

humorously. There will be 

surprises in store for the 

dedicated student of Christian 

Science, as even Auriel was 

surprised at what turned up 

during that time of discovery. 

Though the religious scene is 

changing dramatically, there is 

much hope for a prayer-inspired 

future. LOOK OUT FOR AURIEL’S 

ARTICLE IN AN AUGUST SENTINEL. 

£10.95 

The Golden Prayer Time Capsule 

by Auriel Wyndham Livezey 
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£21.95 

Being in the small Christian Science denomination did not help 

things for this woman, who, unusually for a woman, prevailed 

and achieved the rank of colonel. This really is the story of how 

deep faith in the promises of the Gospel and the idea of 

unselfish service, patience, and smart and capable 

performance changed minds and hearts of many in the 

military. Pioneers often have to run races and climb hurdles; 

this is that story told in a winning and inspiring way.  

Janet Horton was one of 

the first women chaplains in 

the US military. Men in the 

armed forces were not 

easily accepting women in 

the days of challenge and 

change in the 1970s. Some 

officers and enlisted men, 

even among the 

chaplaincy, refused to 

respect women chaplains. 

Both officers and men 

sometimes mocked, 

demeaned and 

threatened Horton in her 

work of comforting army 

personnel, uplifting morale 

and conducting Christian 

religious services.  

Cracking The Camouflage Ceiling 
by  Chaplain (Colonel) Janet Yarlott Horton   
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Collected Poems 
by Robert E. Key  

Gentle poems, ever 

popular, to inspire and 

lift the heart. A much 

loved collection. 

£7.95 

Buy one 

get one free 
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(We are now unable to source “Superior Marker Chalks”)  

 
However, we have sourced an equally good product from 
Koh-I-Noor of Prague. After some research and development 
we are happy to introduce SOFT BLUE PASTEL PENCILS 
 
They come 12 to a box (£15.95) and we have them available 
for your local Reading Room. Each individual pastel pencil 
can retail at £2.25 (suggested price). 

£15.95 
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Frances Thurber Seal boarded a 

trans-Atlantic steamer for Europe to 

share Christian Science in Germany. 

Although she did not speak Ger-

man, her healing work quickly stirred 

interest. This inspiring, first-person ac-

count is a perennial favourite. 

£8.95 

A Precious Legacy: Christian Science Comes to Japan 

by Emi Abiko 

This moving narrative tells of the 

American school teacher who intro-

duced Christian Science to several 

prominent Japanese families. The his-

tory follows the early days of Christian 

Science in Japan, through the hard-

ships of the war years and beyond. 

£8.95 

Christian Science in Germany 
by Frances Thurbur Seal  
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Physics Metaphysics and GOD 
by  Jack W. Geis 

Throughout Part 1 of the book the 

author quotes from notables such as 

Eugene Wigner, John Wheeler, 

Deepak Chopra, Larry Dossey, Fred 

Wolf, Amit Goswami and Edward R. 

Close on the subject of basic quantum 

physics and philosophy. In varying 

degrees each believes that 

observation of quantum phenomena 

and resultant interpretations involve 

consciousness. That is, consciousness 

plays a significant, if not primary role in 

interpreting or even shaping reality, 

God.  

Each ascribes to consciousness a mental nature, but not necessarily a 

wholly spiritual nature independent of matter, space-time. Here is where 

the author and the above-mentioned begin to ”part company.” The 

author believes that beyond the quantum and quantum phenomena lies 

the realm of Spirit 

In Part II the author discusses the phenomena of spiritual healing, or 

healing by prayer. No other book on the market brings in the works of 

Christ Jesus in a book that discusses both physics and metaphysics in the 

way the author does. The author presents documented healings 

occurring in the present age through prayer to substantiate his claim for 

the presence of God (Mind) and the spiritual nature of man and the 

universe.  

£25.95 
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This is a straightforward and factual account 

of one of history's most colourful religious 

leaders. Mr Studdert Kennedy was from 

England and was acquainted with our 

Leader 

Judge Clifford P. Smith asked the authors of 

this book to write it as this was the desire of 

the then Christian Science Board of 

Directors. The Authors Gilbert C. Carpenter 

and his son compiled this amazing volume 

through their personal experiences with 

Mary Baker Eddy and members of her 

household. An amazing read. 

Mrs. Eddy—Her Life, Her Work and Her Place in History. 
by Hugh A. Studdert Kennedy 

Mary Baker Eddy—Her spiritual footsteps. 
by Gilbert C. Carpenter and Gilbert C. Carpenter, Jr. 

£12.95 

£12.95 
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Bow Housing Society 

We offer accommodation to Christian Scientists of all ages 

at reasonable rents. We are just south of the river Thames at 

Wandsworth Common London. It is a beautiful location, 

close to many amenities, shops, library and of course 

“between the Commons”. We offer free transport to First 

Church in Central London, twice a week or you could use 

your free travel pass on trains, the underground and of 

course the bus. 

TEL: 020 7228 2421 

E-Mail: bow@housing.myzen.co.uk 

Contact: Ray Cole 

mailto:bow@housing.myzen.co.uk

